Music Class Activities Data Sheet

Teacher _________________________________  Class _______________
Student _________________________________  Date ________________

1. sang ______ words.
2. sang ______ lines.
3. sang the whole song. yes ______
4. sang on syllables. yes ______
5. used gestures. yes ______
6. pointed to pictures. yes ______
7. conducted. yes ______
8. sang harmony. yes ______
9. used a rhythm instrument. yes ______
10. played xylophone. yes ______
11. played piano. yes ______
12. played guitar. yes ______
13. helped with technology. yes ______
14. helped with the instruments. yes ______

Computer Skills
1. typed in the url  specialneedsinmusic.com yes_______
2. clicked on my favorite buttons. yes_______

http://specialneedsinmusic.com/